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EXPlANATORY MEMORANDUM

I.

INTRODUCTION

1.1.

In the European Community, there are more than 100 million
households generating waste from consumer packaging and, in
addition, all industrial. and commercial enterprises produce
packaging waste of various kinds. The estimated amount of
packaging waste produced in the Community is 50 million tonnes
(25 from households, 15 from services and 10 from industry) of
which only about 9 million tonnes, an average of 18%, are
recycled with widely varying levels between Member States and
for the different materials.

1.2.

Packaging plays a very important economic and social role by
permitting the safe worldwide transport of products thus
enlarging consumer choice; by preserving packed goods in such a
way that production and consumption can be matched worldwide;
by informing the consumer about the nature of the packed good
and its compl lance with legal requirements as well as about
health care, price, conservation, use, danger and other useful
information; by allowing the portioning of products Into the
weight and volume most appropriate to consumer usage; by
shaping the product into stackable units so as to ensure
optimization of transport and space use; by allowing the
branding of the product in order to assure easy identification
by the consumer and to position the product as to price-class,
target~group and usage; by faci I itating product diversification
so as to adapt the product to the different consumer usages; by
assuring the most hygienic way to handle and transport the
product thus eliminating contamination and
illness; by
concentrating waste at the packers plant thus avoiding
dissemination at household level.

1.3.

Until recently, the environmental regulation of packaging in
most countries has been exclusively focused on containers of
liquids for human consumption. The changes that have occurred
in this market, such as one-way packaging replacing refillable
packaging, were highly visible as they included a noticeable
rise in the amount of packaging waste to be disposed of and a
dramatic increase in litter. The response has often taken the
form of mandatory deposit systems. The OECD contributed to the
de.bate in the 1970s and in a recommendation adopted in February
1978, the OECD Council stated that Member Countries should
develop systems of distribution using refillable containers
covering as much as possible of the beverage trade.
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1. 4.

Wh i Ie the emphasIs on I IquId food contaIners has not been
entirely replaced, conslderat ion Is now moving to all
packaging. The principal reason for this shift Is the presence
of a worldwide solid waste disposal crisis, which has triggered
In many countries the Identification of packaging as a priority
wa~te stream for action.
Packaging occupies an Important place
in the municipal waste stream, and within the packaging sector,
there are categories equal to or even more significant than
beverage containers. It has to be stressed that the share of
one-way beverage containers In domestic waste Is about 5% by
weight while the share of all packaging In domestic waste Is
25- 35% by weight.

1.5.

The Commission has not yet addressed the overall problem of
packaging and packagIng waste. Unt II now, the COIMiun I ty has
dea It with the subject of packagIng in Counc II DIrectIve
85/339/EEC of 27 June 1985 on containers of liquids for human
consumption<1>. which has as Its purpose to provide for a
series of measures relating to the product1on, marketing, use,
recycling and refilling of containers of liquids for human
consumption. and to the disposal of used containers. In order
to reduce any Impact on the envIronment and to encourage a
reduction in the consumption of energy and raw materials. The
implementation of this Directive has been disappointing and
Member States have adopted a variety of different approaches.
The differences between the measures taken by Uember States did
not permit the development of a satisfactory situation with
regard to the protection of the environment and have been, and
may continue to be, at the root of obstacles to the free
movement of goods within the Community.

1.6.

Denmark. introduced a system according to which all containers
for beer and soft drinks had to be returnable and had to be
marketed only in approved reusable containers. The marketing
of non-approved containers was thereby limited to 3000 HL per
producer per year. In Its judgment In Case 302/86, Commission
v. Denmark the European Court of Justice held that quantitative
restriction of the marketing of beer and soft drinks In nonapproved containers laid down In the Danish legislation Is
incompatible with Article 30 of the EEC Treaty. The Danish
requirement that foreign manufacturers must either use only
containers approved by national authorities or not market
annually more than a certain volume was regarded to be
disproportionate. Yet, the Court considered that In the
absence of common rules the ob II gat ion Imposed by nat lona I
legislation to establish a deposit-and-return system for empty
containers must be regarded as necessary to achieve the
objectives pursued In relation to the protection of the
environment so that the resulting restrictions on the free
movement of goods cannot be regarded as disproportionate.

(1) OJ No 176. 6.7.1985.
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2.

CONFRONTING THE PROBLEM

2.1.

Packaging waste is a very complex waste stream to regulate.
Packaging is manufactured in a variety of forms (bottles, Jars,
boxes, trays. films. bags. pal-lets. etc.) and of many different
mater Iais (paper and cardboard. meta I • pI ast Ic. g Iass, wood.
textile and combinations thereof). Furthermore. In addition to
"sales packaging or primary packaging• there exist "grouping
packaging or secondary packaging• and "transport packaging or
tertiary packaging".

2.2.

The environmental effects of the I lfe cycle of different
packagIng mater Ia Is and dIfferent forms of packagIng are not
thoroughly understood. As there Is not yet a generalized
agreement
on
life
Cycle
Analysis
methodology
and
interpretation. comparison In terms of environmental soundness
between types of packaging. systems of packaging and materials
used Is very difficult. The Impact of packaging waste Is made
greater by the presence of heavy metals and other hazardous
substances In some types of packaging. This Is a cause for
concein due to their presence In emissions or ash when
packaging Is Incinerated, or In leachate when packaging Is
landf i lied.

2.3.

Taking into account the uncertainties about how best to reduce
the amount and Impact of packaging waste. many countries are
developing policies on packaging and packaging waste in
general. whether by a regulatory approach or by voluntary
agreements. In either case. responsibility Is partly or
entirely being put upon economic operators to find solutions to
the problems and to develop appropriate substitutes as
necessary.

3.
3.1.

SOME RECENT DEVELOPMENTS
The problem has been faced in different ways by Member States
and other countries. Besides Denmark, other Member States have
taken the lead in developing action on packaging and packaging
waste, basically by Introducing the shared responsibility of
producers, users and distributors. together with public
authorities and consumers. on the management of the packaging
waste.
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3.2.

Some examples of specific action in Member States and other
countries are:
In Belgium, a voluntary agreement concerning prevention and
recycling of packaging waste was signed on 26 June 1990 by
the Flemish Government and 17 associations representing
producers, users and distributors of packaging and
<recyclers. Under this agreement the Industries concerned
·agreed to develop and finance an action programme to
reduce, collect and recycle packaging waste, and to phase
out toxic heavy metals In packaging. No distinction Is
beIng made between mater Ia Is and/or systems of packagIng
and the whole action Is related to consumer, commercial and
Industrial packaging waste. In the framework of this
voluntary agreement, the separate collection of packaging
waste generated by households Is managed by local
authorities, whilst the sorting operations, recycling .and
the marketing of recycled materials Is managed by the
private sectors Involved. Furthermore, separate collection
of post-consumer waste Is partly financed by means of funds
raised by the application of economic Instruments (charges)
in the field of waste treatment and disposal operations.
In the Netherlands an open discussion between the
Government and a large segment of Industries resulted on
6 June 1991 in the conclusion of a •Packaging covenant"
covering the whole scope of packaging and packaging waste.
One agreed target Is that the production of packaging waste
has to decrease: the 1986 level of about 2 million tonnes
annually has to be reduced In the year 2000 by 10%.
This target is a very ambitious one, taking Into account
that if no action Is taken and If. packaging continues to
grow at pre-1986 rates, the packaging waste output would be
2.8 mi I I ion tonnes In the year 2000. Furthermore, the
management of the remaining waste output Is focused on
material recycling. Trade and Industry are obi lged to
bring the 1986 material recycling rate of 25% to at least
60% in the year 2000. The •covenant" provides also for the
ban of
harmful
materials. Another
target
Is
that
landfi II ing of packaging waste will be forbidden by the
year 2000.
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The German Feder a I Government adopted on 12 June 1991 an
Ordinance on the Avoidance of Waste from Packaging Imposing
upon manufacturers and/or distributors the obligation to
take back packaging for reuse or recycl lng Independently of
the public waste disposal system. As an Incentive for
consumers to return one-way packaging, a deposit of DU 0.50
Is to be Introduced In the sectors of beverages and washing
and cleaning materials. However, the opportunity Is
provided to establish specific collection systems, to
replace point of sale collection and mandatory deposits.
To ensure that such systems realize the objectives of the
Ordinance, strict requirements are laid down for col lectlon
and sor tl ng quotas and mater Ia Is recyc II ng.
The Dual Collection System Is an example of such a specific
collection system being developed by trade and industry.
It provides for I oca I co I I ect Ion of packagIng fInanced by
the industries participating In the ~ystem. Packaging
Inc I uded in the system wI I I be marked wIth a "green dot"
symbol to serve as a reminder to the con.sumer to return the
packaging to the collection system after use and to
identify adherence of the product to a specific collection
·system.
In France, a Decree on the elimination of packaging waste
was
adopted
on
1 Apr I I 1992. ThIs
decree
shows
similarities both with the voluntary agreement signed In
the Flemish Region In Belgium, and with the German
Ordinance. Economic operators are, In the sense of the
decree, obliged:
-to establish a deposit system for their packaging, or
-to join a state recognized organization (Eco-Emballage),
or
to organize an autonomous collection network for their
packaging after approval from the competent authorities.
In Canada, a National Packaging Protocol was adopted In
1990. Under this, packaging waste is to be reduced by 20%
from 1988 levels by the year 1992, to 35% by 1996 and to
50% by 2000. Half of the reduction Is to come through
source reduction and reuse measures, the other half through
materials recycling. Manufacturers are asked to meet the
targets voluntarily, otherwise a regulatory framework wl II
be implemented.
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Switzerland has
legislation affecting only beverage
containers. Manufacturers and Importers are authorized to
market drinks only In packaging which Is refl I table or
recyc Iab Ie. If recyc II ng rates of about 90% for g I ass,
metal and plastic beverage containers are not met by 1993,
then all beverage containers will ~e subject to mandatory
deposits. The use of PVC containers Is banned.
In Austria, a Decree sets goals for refilling and
recycling of beverage containers: 90% for beer and mineral
waters, 80% for non-alcoholic beverages and 40% for fruit
juice and fruit drinks.
The Nordic countries have Introduced deposit and refund
systems and taxes. In 1990, the Nordic Council decided to
prepare an Action Program for Packaging In which the
objectives for the year 2000 are:
reduction In the
volume of packaging by 15"; an Increase In the rate of
recyclable packaging In the field of beverage containers up
to 75% and to 25% In the field of detergent packaging; a
general target of 80% recovery of packaging materials·. The
Program envisages the elimination of the use of PVC and
other environmentally harmful packaging materials and
components.
4.

INTERNAL MARKET CONSIDERATIONS

4.1.

As mentioned before, In view of the breadth of choice and
options aval lable to Member States, . the Implementation of
Directive 85/339 ·has created difficulties. The differences
between the measures taken by Member States have been at the
root of obstacles to the free movement of goods within the
Community, resulting In a situation which runs counter to the·
achievement of the Internal market. The judgement of the Court
in the Danish Case made It quite clear that, In order to
prevent obstacles to free movement In this area, common rules
are needed governing the measures to be taken by the Member
States to achieve the aim of the Directive as well as the
conditions to be complied with In adopting these measures.

4.2.

The services of the Commission are currently .examining the
German Decree on Pac~aglng to determine whether a vlolatlon of
Community law, and in particular with respect to the free
movement of goods (Articles 30 to 36 of the EEC Treaty) and
competition rules (Articles 85 and 86 of .the EEC Treaty),
exists de Jure or In practice.
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4.3.

5.
5.1.

The goal of the Internal market would clearly be lost from
sight If Member States continue to proceed Independently, the
lack of harmonization giving rise to Interference with the free
marketing of merchandise In the Community.
POSSIBLE RESPONSES
A number of courses of action can be considered In the present
situation:
(a) Non action Is not a possible option at present as the
events have progressed beyond the situation considered In
Council Directive 85/339/EEC. The absence of action shall
also have a negative Impact on the necessary protection of
the environment and diverging measures· taken by Member
States may continue to create problems related to the
Internal market.
(b) Propose a new Framework Directive by enlarging the scope of
counci I Directive 85/339/EEC on containers for I !quid foods
to all packaging, with subsequent proposals for the
introduction of specific objectives and criteria related to
the lnterna I market. However. developments have a I ready
passed beyond this point, and several Member States are
already preparing new specific actions.
(c) Enlarge the German approach based upon collection systems
and charges. However. this would not easily fit with those
Member States which have already started their own systems
or adopted dIfferent approaches. Therefore. It · wou Id not
be opportune to attempt to transfer the German system to
community level If another solution can be found.
(d) Fix Community objectives to be .realized by means of
voluntary agreements at Community level. This would be
simi far to the CFC-case if there were to be framework
IegIs Iat Ion. The success wou Id depend on the goodw I I I of
trade and industry. However, the number of partners Is
very large as all trade sectors are concerned and different
mater Ia Is are Invo Ived. Such vo Iuntary agreements cou Id
raise problems as to the competition rules of the Treaty.
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(e) Propose a completely new Directive dealing with all
packaging and packaging waste to ensure a high protection
of
the
environment
and
the
necessary
degree
of
harmonization of national policies, based upon:
- harmonized measures;
-a normative approach;
-strict harmonization of criteria on the basis of which
national practices may be developed.
The latter course has been judged to be the most promising and
appropriate.
6.

COMMENTS ON THE PROPOSAL
A.

GENERAL

From the point of view of efficient waste management and to
avoid a sectoral approach, the scope of the Directive covers
. all packaging. The primary objective of the Directive Is to
materialize the main principles of the Convnunlty Strategy on
waste management In the field of packaging waste. The
management of packaging and packaging waste Is being approached
through the following hierarchy: prevention and reduction of
the quantities of packaging waste produced and of the
harmfulness of packaging waste; promotion of the reuse of
packaging, recovery of the packaging waste whose production
cannot be avoided; and finally reduction of final disposal to
the very strict minimum.
Changing the Community policy In the field of packaging waste
is not only related to extending the scope of this policy to
all packaging but also to the effect of the wide variety of
measures adopted by the Member States that might give rise to
obstacles to trade and distortion and restriction of
competition. Therefore the purpose of the Directive is also to
approximate national pol icles on the subject.
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8.

THE LEGAL BASIS OF THE PROPOSAL
Article 100a of the Treaty Is to be considered as the most
appropriate
legal
basis
for
the
Directive. Besides
strengthening the protection of the environment, the Directive
points towards the completion of the Internal market. The
current differences In national provisions concerning the
packaging waste problem are liable to distort competition,
affect the free movement of goods In the common market and give
rise to differences In the level of ·protection of the
environment. To comply with the objectives of the Directive,
mandatory targets are fIxed and Member States have to take
specific measures on a harmonized basis In order to attain the
targets. Furthermore, the Directive contains a series of
criteria to which national provisions have to respond In order
to minimize divergences and ensure a harmonized framework of
measures at Community level.

C.

COMMENTS ON SOME I NO IV IDUAL ARTICLES AND THE ANNEXES OF THE
PROPOSED DIRECTIVE
Article 1: Oblectives
The pr Imary objectIves of the DIrect Ive are to approx Imate
nat iona I provIsIons, to prevent and reduce the Quant I ty of
packaging waste produced and to promote vigorously the recovery
of packaging waste, the production of which cannot be avoided,
and this within the framework of a harmonized Community policy
In the field of packaging and packaging waste management.
Article 2: Scope
All packaging Is covered by the Directive as there Is no reason
to develop or continue with a Community policy on the basis of
a one-sided or a sectoral approach.
This Article also states that packaging waste to be considered
as hazardous waste, besides having to comply with the
provisions of this Directive, shall be subject to specific
management
schemes
(return,
collection,
treatment)
If
appropriate and necessary In conformity with COuncil Directive
91/689/EEC on hazardous waste.
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Article 3: Definitions
In order to clarify the terms used In the Directive and their
precise meaning and to contribute to a common terminology In
the field of packaging and packaging waste at Convnunlty level,
a series of definitions Is provided dealing with packaging
classification, packaging waste, packaging management and
associated concepts.
Certain definitions refer to definitions contained In Council
DIrectIve 75/ 442/EEC as mod If Ied by Counc I I 0 I rect 1ve
91/156/EEC.
Article 4: Targets
Directive 85/339/EEC on containers of liquids for human
consumption does not specify any targets to be reached. In
various Member States mandatory targets for alI types of
packaging waste have been fixed on a regulatory basis or have
been agreed upon by means of voluntary agreements. Some of the
systems show that the existence of different targets can create
unjustified barriers to trade or lead to distortion of
competition. It Is therefore Important to harmonize the
targets, taking a high level of environmental protection as a
base. Accordingly, this Directive lays down quantified targets
for recovery and minimization of final disposal for all
packaging waste to be attained within a fixed period of time.
The targets are fixed on a long term basis only because of the
diversity in and Insufficiency of existing waste management
infrastructures In the Member States and to the fact that the
Infrastructure development curve will Inevitably be non-linear.
This means that comnion Intermediate targets are difficult to
f i.x and wou Id be unrea I Ist Ic. Member States are therefore
allowed and obliged to set themselves the t lme at which they
will reach fixed intermediate targets lnorder to guarantee
that measures wi 11 already be taken at an early stage to
achieve the ten-year recovery. recyc II ng and f Ina I d Isposa I
targets.
On the basis of several life cycle assessments It can be stated
that, from an environmental point of view, recycling Is
preferable to incineration with energy recovery, mainly for the
reason that energy and raw material requirements and discharges
decrease If the waste is recycled and the processed material Is
used in new production processes.
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This means that recycling must constitute the most Important
part of a g Ioba I recovery target. The fIgure of 60% Is a
perfectly feasible one because for some materials (e.g. glass,
paper and board) In certain countries this objective Is already
attained whilst for other materials (e.g. aluminium, plastic)
the targets achieved are Increasing year by year. Furthermore,
many countries have already fixed targets of around 60% and
besides In the proposal recycling also covers the recovery
operations compostlng and regeneration.
It must be stressed that the level of such targets mainly
depends on the question of whether or not return or collection
systems have been set up. This also Justifies the fact that
the targets fixed In the proposal concern the removal from the
waste stream.
Of course the existence of outlets for collected and recycled
materials Is a vital condition for ensuring the success of
recycling. The existence of outlets depends In reality on the
extent to which virgin raw materials are, and wl I I be, replaced
by recycled materials. This means that the elimination of all
discrimination between the use of virgin and recycled materials
In production processes and applications has to be ensured as
long as the recycled materials comply with the characteristics
of the products to be made out of them. This depends largely
on Industry.
This Article provides for a review of the targets at the latest
six years after the entry Into force of the Directive which
could lead to amendments to take account both of scientific
research and the progress achieved In the Uember States.
During the early stages of development of this proposal the
question of fixing a quantified limit on the amount of
packaging waste was explored and Initial drafts of the proposal
Included a stand-sti I I provision based on the estimated average
production in the Community for 1990 (150 kg per capita per
year).
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However, this provision was strongly criticised by the various
groups and strict application of such a stand-still principle
was questioned for the following reasons:
the figure of 150 kg was not based on strong evidence and
was not therefore a satisfactory reference value;
the use of a single average value would conceal widely
varying levels between Member States;
such a target could confllc~ with the principle of
equivalence
of
packaging
materials,
as
It
would
discriminate against heavier materials (e.g. glass which Is
easier to recycle);
such a target would conflict with
equivalence of management options.

the

principle

of

It was concluded that the targets for recovery and recycling
and the definition of essential requirements should result In
such a substantial reduction of waste that a stand-still
provision Is not necessary, given the Inherent technical
difficulties that could be foreseen together with Its possible
adverse impact upon trade. More concrete prevention-related
targets can be developed once the database system Is
operat iona I.
Article 5: Return and management systems
S i nee reuse of packagIng and recovery of packagIng waste are
both valid means for minimizing Its Impact on the environment,
it Is proposed that all packaging has to be either reusable or
recoverable. One of the main differences In terms of
management between a reusable and a one-way packaging Is that a
reusable packaging Is taken back by an economic operator and Is
recovered more east ly when no longer reusable because Its
return is guaranteed; one-way packaging Is not taken back and
ends up in the waste stream. Ambitious targets as to the
recovery of packaging waste can only become feasible and
rea I i st i c when return systems are a I so organ Ized and become
compulsory for one-way packaging.
Member States shall take the appropriate measures to provide
both the return of the used packaging and packaging waste and
that it is effectively reused or recovered.
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Article 6: Marking
This Article stipulates that each packaging wl I I have to bear a
harmonized marking Indicating the reusable or the recoverable
nature of the packaging and, If necessary, the nature of the
packaging materials used.
The marking Is made obligatory In order to make consumers more
aware of the env I ronmenta I advantages of reusab Ie and
recoverable packaging, to Inform them of the correct way to
deal with used packaging and to facilitate collection and
sorting operations. The marking Is Introduced on a harmonized
basis, as experience has shown that differences In marking are
liable to result In technical barriers to trade. Furthermore,
this Article stipulates that each packaging bearing the symbol
'reusable packaging' or 'recoverable packaging' should meet the
essential reQuirements referred to In Article 7 of the
Directive .
.'
Article 7: Requirements
To achieve free circulation of packaging It seems necessary to
defIne some assent Ia I reQuIrements concernIng Its composItion
and
reuse
and
recovery
characteristics,
taking
Into
consideration criteria for the protection of the environment
{Annex II). Thus, this Directive defines the essential
reQuirements to be fulfilled by packaging and packaging waste;
these reQuIrements, because they are assent Ia I, can rep Iace
corresponding national provisions.
The Counci I, In its Resolution of 7 Uay 1985{2) concerning a
"new approach to techn Ica I harmonIzatIon and standards",
adopted the principles for a European standardization policy.
Standardization Improves the marketing conditions of products,
while still ensuring that they can be marketed freely and, at
the same time, can contribute to consumer health and
environmental protection.
This Implies that harmonized standards have to be developed,
compliance with which will confer presumption of conformity
with the essential reQuirements determined by the Directive.
In this context it may be noted that the European Committee for
Standardization (CEN) has created a Technical Committee on
Packaging (TC 261), and that therefore an Infrastructure to
develop harmonized standards already exists.

(2)

OJ

No

C 136, 4.6.1985.
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Packaging will have to bear a symbol Indicating that It meets
the essential requ·lrements. For reasons of efficiency and In
order to avoid the use of double markings and confusion between
conformity of the packaging with these essential requirements
and conformity of Its contents with essential requirements
which may exist, the same symbols Indicating the reusable or
recoverable nature of a packaging (cf. Article 6 and Annex I)
and thus not the CE mark have been chosen.
Article 8: Information system
This Article provides for the building up of a packaging and
packaging waste database.
The need for reliable data on packaging and packaging waste Is
of paramount Importance at the time of defining the magnitude,
characteristics and evolution of the packaging subject. In
order to evaluate the achievement of the objectives of this
Directive and the effectiveness of measures, and to enable the
Commission to take further Initiatives, a database system has
to be established at Community level.
Some Member States possess elaborate data on packaging,
packaging waste, disposal systems, recycling and so on, others,
the majority, do not.
Private marketing research companies have elaborated their own
private databases as well as business federations who possess
their own systems, related to their branch activity.
In conclusion, It can be said that:
the level of development of databases In Member States Is
extremely diverse;
the systems are not compatible and thus not comparable;
existing data are sometimes more the result of guesswork
than of scientific facts;
no overall picture exists at Community level either of
packaging product ion and consumption f lgures or of how
packaging waste is being managed.
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Hence the need for
operating system.

a harmonized national

input-, output- and

A I though such a database system seems comp I I cat~d and cost 1y,
and therefore opposed and crltlclz~d by Trade and Industry, lt
·must be said that specialized market research offices are
putting these data on the market at reasonable prices and that,
in Belgium for example, such databases are being developed
jointly by Industry, Government and the Belgian Packaging
Institute, at a price not exceeding ECU 200 000 as Initial
investment
and
about
ECU 50 000/year
as rna I ntenance
and
operating costs.

Article 9: Consumer information
This Article emphasizes the key ro Ie consumers pI ay in the
management of packaging and packaging waste when making their
choice between packaging systems and by effectively returning
the used. packaging.
If there Is no cooperation from the
consumers' side no system will ever work effectively.
It Is
therefore necessary that consumers are informed in a correct
way about the management systems ava I I able for them to dea I
with their used packaging and packaging waste.

Article 10: Management plans
This Article underlines the need for Integrating the management
of packaging waste within the waste management plans of Member
States. For reasons of rationalization and efficiency, It Is
proposed not to have separate management pI ans for packagIng
and packaging waste but to Integrate them in the general waste
management pI ans as a I ready provIded for In counc II DIrect 1ve
75/442/EEC on waste as amended by eouncl I Directive 91/156/EEC.

Article 11: Economic Instruments
The Environment Counci I of 29 October 1990 Identified the
tjevelopment of. economic and fiscal instr~ents in the field of
solid waste as a priority. This Article responds to this
statement.

Community funds can be used to fInance the investments made
necessary by this Directive within the framework of their own
rules.

(31
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Article 12: Standardization
This Article contains a series of measures specifically dealing
with the manufacturing and use of packaging to be undertaken at
Community level. They deal with the prevention of packaging
waste, the standardization of packaging where appropriate In
order to facilitate and rationalize their management, with the
promotion of the use of recycled materials and the use of life
cycle analysis.
To achieve free circulation of packaging It seems necessary to
Introduce such measures by .means of a standardization
procedure.
Article 13: Notification
This Article responds to the need for stricter monitoring of
national measures, by means of a more systematic procedure for
notifying draft measures to the Commission and the Member
States, Independently of the requirements to notify any
proposed measure or voluntary agreement under other COmmunity
legislation.
Article 14: Obligation to report
Th Is Art Ic Ie provides for a three-yearly reporting obligation
procedure by Member states, in line with similar reporting
requirements adopted in other Community leglslat!on In the
field of waste.
Article 15: Provision of conform'Jty

·r n.·

ThIs Ar.t lc le ensures access to· the inarket for· a II'. tuickag lng in
conformity with the various provisions· -~·contained .. 'in. the
previous Articles.
Articles 16 and 17: Technical Committee and Committee procedure
In order to adapt the provisions of the Directive to technical
progress, It Is proposed to establish a consultation committee.
The same procedure will be used for primary packaging for
medIca I devices and pharmaceut lea I products and sma II
packaging.

-
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ANNEX I : MARK I NG

(a) Marking i llustratlng the reusable nature of a packaging

The proposed plctogram Indicates to the final consumer that the
packaging is reusable for the same purpose and that it Is taken back by
an economic operator to be et;f,ectiv,ely reused.
This. pi.c_tqgram _ ca~ be under~t90d a~. a c.lear . indl~ato.r of a
~ i recfionaL f; !ow. ~howil)g log ica I_ <?C!her~nce ~and s~rnP I ic ity.
(_"

''

'I

'~:;.;. ~

::

. ·::

•;...

two-
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(b) Marking illustrating the recoverable nature of a packaging

TSO
The proposed equivalent symbols are already widely used
throughout the world to Indicate the. recyclable nature of the
material or that the product Is made of recycled material. It
is now proposed to use them only to indicated the recoverable
nature of the packaging.
These equivalent pictograms are already registered under the
codes ISO 7000 - 1135 and DIN 6120.

(c) Marking illustrating the nature of the materials used
This system indicates the non compulsory but additional marking
to be used for material identification for the purpose of
faci I itating the reuse or recovery. This supplementary marking
consists of two numbers and/or an abreviation of the material
used and is in conformity with an existing DIN standard as
shown below for plastic materials .
.•

-''·

..
:

Supplementary·
marking
·Type of plasticsmater i.-a I·

'

01
PET

..
">

'

-02**)

03

.04**)

05

06.

07

PE-HD

PVC

PE-LD

.PP

PS

C*)

...

..
*) 0 stands for "others•.
**) symbols in DIN 7728 part 1 (DIN 7728 part 1 is conform to

ISO 1043 part 1).
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The first number, 0, designates the type of packaging material,
i.e. plastic. The second number indicates the kind of plastic.
The numbers do not represent any relative order of the
individual materials. The supplementary marking has to be
located in the centre of or below the graphical marking
indicating the reusable or recoverable nature of_ the packaging.
(d) Marking Illustrating that packaging Is made of reCYcled
materials

The proposed pictogram is already used in a variety of similar
forms and for purposes related to the separate collection and
recyclable natur~ of materials or to indicate that the product
is made of recycled materials; which is the purpose for which
its use is proposed in this Directive.
No ISO or other norm exists for this symbol, which nevertheless
indicates in a simple way the percentage of recycled materials
of which a product Is manufactured. Its use Is non-comp~lsory,
but uniform If used.

- 21 ANNEX II: OUTLINE OF ESSENTIAL REQUIREMENTS
This Annex deals with some essential requirements to which
packaging has to respond. These requirements only concern
conditions of qua I I tat I ve compos 1t ion and condItIons reI at 1ve
to the reuse and/or recovery processes. All of these
requirements are already partly or completely covered by the
items to be worked out by the European Convnittee for
Standardization
(CEN)
in
Its Technical
Committee
261
"Packaging".
The importance of this Annex lies in the fact that it
harmonizes, at community level, the requirements for the
reusable and recoverable nature of a packaging, and the
characteristics of the packaging in order to minimize the
impact on the envIronment when packagIng waste or res Idues of
packaging waste operations are disposed of.
ANNEX Ill:
INFORMATION
PACKAGING WASTE

SYSTEM/DATABASE

ON

PACKAGING

AND

This Annex deals-with the basic Information required to define
the magnitude, the characteristics and the evolution of the
packaging and packaging waste subject.
In fact two kinds of information are dealt with:
consumption of packaging;
generation of packaging waste.
One way to have an Idea of quantities and volumes of packaging
waste is to measure it at the place where it Is generated,
co I Iectad and dIsposed of. Formats 1, 2 and 3 concern such
data. Some Member States already possess such Information, In
some cases I imited to one year (Belgium/Flanders, 1985) and In
others· obtained on a yearly survey (Netherlands, Germany).
Such methods of collecting data from th~ waste stream have to
be based on representative sampling methods which entail
relatively high costs. These methods have the disadvantage
that they only provide limited useful Information~ not In
sufficient datal I to be used as· a pol icy Instrument for
packaging waste management. More rei iable and specific data
can be obtained if one departs from consumption data as
provided for in formats 4, 5 and 6. The consumption data must
be developed in the following chronological order:
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I isting of product families to be recorded;
for each product family: types of packaging used, its unit
volume and material of which they are made, the number of
units used, its weight by unit and total weight, the number
of rotations and II fe span for reusable packag l_ng and the
total amount of packaging waste generated (see filled-in
example of Format 4 Included In the Annex) .
.,

.

The Information sources used for the proposal of this database
are listed In the Annex.

·.·;'
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- 24 Proposal for a
CQUNCIL DIRECTIVE
on packaging and packaging waste

THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES,
Having

regard

to

the

Treaty

establishing

the

European

Economic

Community and In particular Article 100a thereof;
Having regard to the proposal from the Commlssion<1>;
In cooperation with the European Parllament<2>;
Having regard to the opinion of the Economic and Social Committee<3>;
Whereas the Communication from the Commission to the Counc I I and to
Parliament on a Community Strategy for Waste t.lanagement<4>,
adopted by the Council In Its Resolution of 7 May 1990(5)
under I lnes the following hierarchy for waste management: prevention
first; recovery and In particular, recycling second and final
disposal only as a last resort;
2.

Whereas paclcag Ing waste cont r I bu tes In a great propor t Ion to the
Increase In the volume of waste and to the saturation of landfills
and if not recovered and In part i cuI ar not recyc Ied, · paclcag i ng
waste presupposes a waste of raw materials and energy;

141

(1)

OJ No

(2)
(3)

OJ No
OJ No

(4)
(5)

[SEC(89) 934 final, 18.9.1989].
OJ No C 122, 18.5.1990, p. 2.
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3.

Whereas Council Directive 85/339/EEC of 27 June 1985 on containers
of liquids for human consumptlon<6) was the first step In reducing
the environmental Impact of packaging and packaging waste;

4.

Whereas a sectoral or a one-sided approach Is no longer justified
and Community policy must be orientated towards all kinds of
packaging waste whether It Is released at lndustr Ia I, convnerclal,
office, shop, service or household level; therefore Directive
85/339/EEC should be replaced by a new directive with the widest
possible scope;

5.

Whereas, as long as life-cycle assessments justify no clear
hierarchy, reusable packaging and recoverable packaging waste and,
In particular, recyclable packaging waste are to be considered as
equal valid methods for reducing the environmental Impact of
packaging and that this requires the setting up In the Uember
States of systems guaranteeing the return of used packaging and/or
packaging waste;

6.

Whereas on the basis of several life-cycle assessments It can be
stated that from an environmental point of view recycling must
constitute an Important part of recovery, mainly for the reason
that energy and raw material requirements and discharges decrease
If the waste Is recyc1ed and the processed material Is used In new
production processes;

7 .. Whereas the current differences In national provisions concerning
the management of paclcag Ing and paclcag Ing waste are I Iab Ie to
distort competition and affect the free movement of goods In the
Internal market, and give rise to differences In the level of
protection of the environment;

(6)

OJ No L 176, 6.7.1985, p. 18.
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8.

Whereas It Is necessary to approximate measures to be undertaken by
.Member States dealing with the management of packaging waste In
order to contribute to the completion of the Internal market, avoid
obstacles to trade and distortion and restriction of competition
within the Community and to ensure a high level of protection of
the environment;

9.

Whereas, In order to contribute to the establishment and smooth
functioning of the Internal market, It appears necessary to
harmonize national provisions concerning the
packaging and packaging waste and this by the:

managemen~

of

Introduction of harmonized measures,
definition of harmonized essential requirements and standards,.
and
establishment of criteria with which national measures have to
comply;
10. Whereas

the existence of different targets In Member States
regarding the recovery and the recycling of packaging waste, can
create unjust If led barr lers to trade and lead to distort ion of
competition; whereas i.t Is therefore Important to harmonize from
now on such targets to be attained by the Member States, taking a
high level of protection of the environment;

11. Whereas,

in order to avoid obstacles to trade and distortion of
competition, it is necessary to define the essential requirements
as. related to the composition and the nature of reusable and
recoverable p~ckaglng; whereas the national provisions relating to
the production and marketing of packaging and the management of
packaging waste shall abide by these essential requirements;

12. Whereas It is necessary that the return systems to be set up shall

be designed In such a way as to avoid barriers to trade and
distortion of competition;
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13. Whereas

the

need

is

felt

that

to

reach

the

abovementioned

objectives, Quantified targets must be defined;
14. Whereas

the

provisions of

this Directive should contribute

to

maintaining and Improving upon the level of reuse, recycling and
recovery of packaging and packaging waste which has been achieved
at the time of Implementation of this Directive;
15. Whereas

It

Is necessary

to minimize

the

total

Impact

on

the

environment of packaging and packaging waste, taking Into account
not on I y Quant I tat i ve but a Iso qua I I tat I ve aspects and chemica I
composition;
16. Whereas the presence of noxious metals in packaging Is part of the
total concern in the light of their likely presence In emissions or
ash when packaging is incinerated, or In leachate when packaging Is
landfllled; whereas It is desirable as a flrst step to reduce the
toxicity of packaging waste to avoid the addition of the noxious
heavy metals to packaging;
17. Whereas Community markings

are needed to

Indicate the reusable

and/or recoverable nature of packaging and for the Identification
of

the

nature

of

the

packaging material

In

order

to

Inform

consumers, communities and lndustrJal operators of the correct way
to deal

with used packaging and packaging waste,

to facilitate

collection, sorting, reuse and recovery activities and to avoid
obstacles to trade;
18. Whereas the need for Community-wide data on the volume, weight and
type of packaging and packaging waste has to be recognized In order
to evaluate the achievement of objectives,

the effectiveness of

measures and to enable further Initiatives to be taken with respect
to the packaging waste problem;
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19. Whereas

the

packaging

consumer

and

plays a

packaging

key

role

In

the

and

thus

has

to

waste

management
be

of

adequately

informed in order to adapt his behaviour and attitude; whereas It
is essential that enterprises become more conscious of the extent
to which their products and packaging become waste, and that they
accept responsibility for such waste and that the development and
lmplementat ion of measures shall
cooperation of
responsibility;
20. Whereas

Member

measures

to

all

the

Involve and require the close
partner.s within a spirit of shared

States shall

Implement

take

Into account,

this Directive.

when

adopting

the problems which wl II

result for small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs), on condition
that this does not affect the provisions of this Directive or of
Community law;
21. Whereas economic Instruments can have a considerable Impact on the
management of packaging waste by promoting and funding more
environmental IY sound practices;
22. Whereas.

In order to avoid discrimination. the measures taken by

Member States to achieve the objectives must be Integrated Into a
pol icy which covers all packaging and packaging waste and Is not
limited to any specific type of packaging or packaging material, a
product or category of products;
23. Whereas the Commission must be assisted by a technical committee In
order to adapt the provisions and the Annexes to the Directive to
scientific and technical progress;
24. Whereas drafts of

mea~ures

tb be taken by Membef States shduld be

notified to the COmmission so that It can be established whether or
··not they comply with the Directive, and to request. If necessary,
that

the

introduction of

such measures.

or

part of

them,

be

postponed. Such notification and ·examination Is without prejudice
to the obligations of the Member States pursuant to the Treaty and
other relevant Community legislation;
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25. Whereas the work for
83/189/EEc<7>,
90/230/EEc(8),

as
must

the purpose of amending Council
last
amended
be accelerated

by
In

Directive

Commission
Decision
order to permit the

coverage of notification arising from the scope of this Directive;
26. Whereas for all the reasons referred to above It appears necessary
for

the Community, whilst

limiting

Itself to what

Is strictly

necessary, to adopt the appropriate harmonization measures,
HAS ADOPTED THIS DIRECTIVE:
Article 1: OblectJyes
This

Directive alms

to harmonize national

measures concerning

the

management of packaging and packaging waste in order to reduce their
impact

on

the

environment,

to

contribute

to

functioning of the internal market and to avoid

the

completion

obstacle~

and

to trade and

distortion and restriction of competition within the Community.
To attain these objectives this Directive establishes targets and the
essent i a I requIrements whIch packagIng must meet,

and provides for

measures for the prevention of the production of packaging waste and
for the promotion of return, reuse and recovery operations relating to
packaging and packaging waste In order to ensure public health and the
protection of the environment.
Article 2: ScoPe
·This

Directive covers

all

packaging

placed on

the market

in

the

Community and all packaging waste, whether It is used or released at
industrial,

commercial,

regardless of

office,

shop,

service or

the materials used and whether

secondary or tertiary _packaging.

(7)

OJ No L 109, 26.4.1983, p. 8.

(8)

OJ No L 128, 18.5.1990, p. 15.

it

household

level,

concerns primary,
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This Directive shall apply without prejudice to the provisions of
Counci I Directive 91/689/EEc(9) concerning hazardous waste.
Art lcle 3: Deflnlt Ions .
For the purpose of this Directive:
(a) with respect to packaging classification:
1.

"packaging" means all products made of any materIa Is of any
nature to be used for the contaInment, protect-! on, hand I Ing,
del Ivery and presentation of goods, from raw materials to
processed goods, from the producer to the user or the consumer.
Disposables used for the same purpose are to be considered as
packaging too,

2.

"sales packaging or primary packaging" means any packaging
conceived so as to constitute a sales unit to the final user or
consumer at the point of purchase.

3.

"grouping packaging or secondary packaging• means any packaging
conceived so as to constitute at the point of purchase a
grouping of a certain number of sales units whether the latter
Is so Id as such to the f Ina I user or consumer or whet her It
serves only as a means to replenish the shelves at the point of
sale; It can be removed from the product without affecting its
characteristics,

4.

"transport packaging or tertiary packaging• means any packaging
conceived so as to facilitate handling and transport of a
number of sales units or grouped packagings In order to prevent
physical handling and transport damage;

(9)

OJ No L 377, 31.12.1991', p. 20.
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(b) with respect to packaging waste:
1.

"used packaging" means the packaging Itself left over once It
has been emptied or the product has been unpacked,

2.

"packaging waste" means any packaging or packaging material
covered by the
75/442/EEC< 10) ,

3.

definition

of

waste

In

Council

Directive

"packagIng waste management- means the management of waste as
defined In Directive 75/442/EEC,

4.

"prevention" means the reduction of the quantity and/or the
harmfulness of waste at
product Ieve I,

5.

production processes

level

and at

"recovery" means any of the applicable operations provided for
in Annex II B to Directive 75/442/EEC,

6.

"recycling" means the recovery of the waste materials for the
original

purpose

or

for

other

purposes

excluding

energy

recovery; recycling means also regeneration and compostlng,
7.

"disposal" means any of the applicable operations provided for
in Annex II A to Directive 75/442/EEC;

(c) with respect to packaging management:
1.

"returnable packaging" means any packaging whose return from
the

consumer

or

final

(separate collection,

user

Is assured

deposits, etc.),

by specific means,
Independently of

Its

final destination, In order to be reused, recovered, or subject
to specific waste management operations,

(10)

OJ No L 194, 25.7.1975, p. 39.
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2.

"non-returnable"

packaging means any packaging

for

which

no

specific provisions for their return from the consumer -or final
user are established,

3.

"reusable

packaging"

means

any

packaging

which

conceived and· designed to accomplish w·lthln ·Its

has

been

I ife cycle a

number of trips or rotations In order to be refilled or reused
for the same purpose for which It was conceived; such packaging
will.become packaging waste when no longer subject to· reuse,

4.

"one-way packagIng"

means

any packagIng not

beIng used more

than once for the same purpose;

(d) "economic operators"
packaging materials,

in relation to packaging means suppliers of
packaging

producers and converters,

fillers

and users, ·traders and distributors.

Article 4; Targets

1.

·In order

to comply with the objectives of this Directive, t.Aember

States shall take measures to attain the following targets:

(a) regarding recovery of packaging waste: no later than 10 years
from the date by which this Directive must be
national

implemented

in

law, 90% by weight of the packaging waste output wi II

be removed from the waste ·stream for the purpose of recovery.
Within

this general

recovery

target,

and with

the

same

time

1 imit, 60% by weight of each material of the packaging waste
output sha II be removed from the waste stream for· the purpose
of recycling,

·(b). regarding minimization of final disposal of packaging waste: no
later than 10 years from the date by which this Directive must
be implemented in national

law, final disposal of the packaging

waste output will be limited to the residues of the collection
and sorting activities, with a I imitation ·to not more than 10%
by weight of the packaging waste output.

51
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2.

Member States shall specify in the chapter on the management of
packaging waste of their waste management plans as indicated in
Art i c Ie 1o,

1ntermed

d i sposa I of
chapter

at

Iate targets for recovery, recyc I Ing and f Ina I

packagIng waste.
what

time- the

They sha I I a Iso specify

following

targets

wl I I

be

in

thIs

attained

simultaneously:
removal of 60% by weight of the

pac~aglng

waste output from the

waste stream for the purpose of recovery,
removal of 40% by weight of each material of the packaging
waste

output

from

the

waste

stream

for

be provided

In the

first

the

purpose

of

recycling.
This

information must

report

to. the

Commission as required in Article 14.
3.

If scientific research, or any other evaluation technique, such as
eco-balances,

prove that other

recovery processes show greater

environmental advantages, the targets for recycling can be modified
in accordance with the procedure laid down in Article 17.
Also on the basis of scientific research and of

the

progress

achieved in the Member States, the COnvnisslon shall re-examine the
targets fixed in this Article, and shall within than six years from
the date by which ~his Directive must be Implemented In national
law, adopt any appropriate measures in accordance with the
procedure laid down in Article 17.
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Article 5: Return and management systems
1.

Member States s.ha II

take the necessary measures ·to ensure that,

wit.hin five years .from the date by which this Directive must be
implemented in national law, systems are set-up to:
(a) provide

fQr

the

return of

all

used· packaging

and/or

alI

packaging waste from the consumer or other final .user In order
to channel it to the most appropriate management alternatives,
(b) ensure that the used packaging and/or packaging waste collected
is effectively reused or recovered.
These systems shall ensure the coverage of imported. products under
non-discriminatory conditions and shall be designed in such a way
that there are no barriers to trade or distortions of competition.
2.

Jhe measures referred to in paragraph 1 shall form· part of a pol icy
covering all
account,

packaging .and. packaging waste and shall

take

Into

in particular: consumer protection, health, safety and

sanitary requirements; protection of the quality, the authenticity
and the technical characteristics. of the packed good and materials
used as wei 1 as industrial and commercial property rights.
3.

The return and management systems set up In the different Member
sta,~es,

in· accordance with the provisions of this Directive, -shall

be considered and recognized as equi-valent throughout the whole
Community and participation In such systems shall b.e open to the
economic operators of the sectors concerned.
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Article 6; Marking
1.

To faci I itate the reuse and recovery of packaging and packaging
waste, Member States sha II take the necessary measures to ensure
that, within five years from the date by which this Directive must

.

be implemented In national law, all packaging shall comply with the
marking provisions
Packaging

shall

laid down

bear

the

In

this Article and

appropriate

in Annex

marklng/s either

on

I.
the

packaging itself or on the label.
2.

All reusable and recoverable packaging shall bear the mark/s shown
in Annex I.
the

Fixing these marks on a packaging means that:

used

packaging or

the

packaging

waste

Is

subject

to

estab I i shed"' return and management systems,
the packaging Itself and the provisions for the management of
used packaging and packaging waste comply with the provisions
of this Directive and the essential requirements referred to In
Article 7 and described In Annex 11.
3.

To facl I ltate return, reuse and recovery, packaging shall indicate,
when needed for Its Identification and classification, the nature
of

the

packaging

materlal/s

Identification system described

used,

In

accordance

In Annex I.

The

with

numbering

the
and

abbreviations on which the Identification system is based shall be
determined by the Commission, In accordance with the procedure set
out in Article 17 not later than 12 months after the adoption of
this Directive.
to

the

It shall decide which materials shall be subject

Identification

system,

In

accordance

with

the

same

procedure.
4.

In order to Inform the consumer or final user whether or not the
packaging is made of recycled material, such packaging may bear the
mark shown

~n

Annex I.
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5.

Member States shall -take the necessary measures to ensure that any
markings other than those set out In Annex I, Intending to serve
the same purpose,

shal I be prohibited.

The marks set out

In

Annex I may not be used for any purposes other than those envisaged
in this Article.
6.

The-commission shall, In accordance with the

procedur~

set out in

Article 17, no later than 12 months after the adoption of this
Directive, adopt the markings required by this Article and which
comply with criteria of

visual

perceptablllty,

readability and

understanding by the European consumer.
7.

By the procedure set out in Article 17 the COmmission shal·l decide
to what ex tent derogations from the markIng provIsIons wi I I be
needed.

8·.

The Commission shall draw up, In accordance with the procedure set
out

in Article 17,

These rules shall

the detailed rules for
be published

the marking system.

In the Official

Journal of the

European Communi .t i es.
9.

The· requirements referred to In paragraphs 1 to 8 shall be applied
without preJudice to other marking or labelling ·schemes, set up at
Community level, for health, security, environmental protection or
consumer information purposes.

10. The

provisions of

possibi I ity
~conomic

that

this

Article

are without

the markings described

In

prejUdice

to

the

It can be used by

operators on materials and products other than packaging

for analogous purposes, as long ao they

~re

effectively reusable,

recoverable or mada out of recycled material: their use shal I be
communicated to and approved by the competent authoriti-es.
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11. Member States shali take the necessary measures to ensure:
the provision of Information on the purpose and application of
at I the markings,
• that

proper

use of

the markIngs

by . econom lc operators

Is

verified.
Article 7; Essential Reoulroments
1.

Member States shall take all appropriate measures to ensure that
packaging may be placed on the market only if It complies with the
essential requirements set out in Annex I I.

2.

Member States shall presume compliance with the requirements set
out in Annex II in the case of packaging which Is in conformity:
(a) wl th. the relevant harmon I zed standards, the reference numbers
of which have been published In the Official Journal of the
European

Communities.

reference numbers of
harmonized standards,

Member
national

States

shall

standards

publIsh

transposing

the
these

(b) with the relevant national standards referred to In paragraph 3
in so far

as,

In the areas covered by such standards,

no

harmonized standards exist.
3.

Member States shall communicate to the Commission the text of their
national standards, as referred to In paragraph 2(b), which they
regard as complying with
Article.

the requirements

referred

to

In this

The Commission shal I forward such texts forthwith to the

other Member States.
Member States shall publish the references of these standards.

The

Commission shall ensure that they are published in the Official
Journal of the European Communities.
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4.

Where a Member State or the Commission considers that the standards
referred to In paragraph 2 do not entirely meet the essential
requirements referred to

In paragraph 1, the Commission or the

Member State concerned shall bring the matter before· the Committee
set

up

by

therefore.
In the

Council

Directive

83/189/EEC

giving

the

reasons

The Committee shall deliver an opinion without delay.

I ight of

the Committee's opinion,

the· Commission shall

inform Member states whether or not It Is necessary. to withdraw
those standards from pub II cat Ions referred to In paragraphs 2
and 3.
Article 8: Information Systems
1.

Member States sha II

take the necessary measures to ensure that

databases·on packaging and packaging waste shall be established In
order

to enable Member

States and

the

Commission

to

develop

·packaging and packaging waste management policies. For .reasons of
efficiency the reQuired data may cover other components of a
particular waste stream.
2 .. The databases shall serve the following purposes:
to provide information on the magnitude, characteristics and
evolution of the packaging and packaging waste flows at the
level of individual Member States;
to provide information on the economic parameters related to
packaging and packaging waste management;
to provide

information

in order

to be able to re-examnlne

targets, to design the most appropriate measures to attain them
and to evaluate their effectiveness.
3.

To

harmonize

the characteristics and presentation. of. the data

produced and to mak:e the data of th.e Member States compatible, the
databases shal I be based on the formats described in Annex Ill.
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4 .. Member States shall take Into account the particular problems of
small and medium-sized enterprises in providing detailed data.
5.

The data obtained shall be made available for the first time three
years after the date by which this Directive must be Implemented In
national
shall

law and shall be updated every three years. The results

be communicated to the Convnlsslon

in accordance with the

reporting procedures set out In Article 14.
Article 9: Qonsumer Information
Member States sha II take measures to ensure that consumers and other
users

are

informed

about

the

advantages

of

using

reusable

and

recoverable packaging, about the meaning of the markings on packaging,
about the return systems available. for them to dispose of their used
packagIng and of packagIng waste, and about the exIstIng management
pl~ns

for packaging as referred to In Article 10.
Article 10: Management Plans

1.

In pursuance of the objectives and measures referred to In this
Directive, Member States shall Include in their waste management
plans required by Artlc.le 7 of Directive 75/442/EEC a specific
chapter on the management of packaging and packaging waste.

2.

The chapter referred to In paragraph 1 shall Include:
the Intermediate
achieved,

and

final

obj~ctives

and

targets

to

be

the measures to be adopted, which might be of a technical,
economic or organizational ·character,
the

justification

of

the

measures

adopted

or

of

any

modification of the targets as considered in the provisions of
this· Directive.
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Article 11: Economic Instruments
Economic instruments may be adopted by Member States,

in accordance

with the provisions of the Treaty, to promote the objectives of this
Directive.
Article 12: Standardization
The

Comml ss !on

sha I I promote, · as

approprIate.

the

e Iaborat Ion of

European standards relating in particular to:
·dimensions and shapes of packaging for agreed products In order
to

facilitate

their

reuse

and

ratldnallze

and

optimize

management alternatives,
modular distribution packaging for transport and distribution,
product specifications for the use of recycled materials In the
manufacturing of packaging and other products,
criteria and methodology for life-cycle analysis on packaging.
Art lcle 13: Not lflcat lon
1.

Without prejudice to Directive 83/189/EEC, before adopting such
measures, Member States shai I notify the drafts of measures which
they intend to adopt within the framework of this Directive to the
Commission, In order to permit the latter to examine them In the
light of existing provisions and, where appropriate, to ask Member
States to suspend their adoption.
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2.

If the proposed measure Is a Iso a techn lea I matter wl thIn the
meaning of Directive 83/189/EEC. the Uember State concerned may
Indicate. when following the notification procedures referred to In
this Directive. that the notification Is equally valid for
Directive 83/189/EEC.
Article 14; Qbllgatlon to report

Every three years. and for the fIrst tIme on 1 Apr II of the th I I'd year
after the date by which this Directive must be Implemented In national
law. Member States shall send the Commission a report on the measures
taken to Implement this Directive. This report shall be based on a
questionnaire. drawn up In accordance with the procedure referred to In
Article 17. which the Commission shall send to the Uember States six
months before the said date.
On the basis of these reports. the
consolidated report every three years.
1 April of the following year.

Commission shall publish a
and for the first time on

Article 15; Freedom to Place on the market
Member States shall not
territory of packaging
Directive.

Impede the placing on the market on their
which satisfies the provisions of this

Article 16; AdaPtation to scientific and technical Progress
The amendments necessary for adapting the provisions of this Directive
to scIentIfIc and techn Ica I progress sha U
with the procedure laid down In Article 17.

be adopted In accordance
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This procedure shall also be applicable for amendments which need to be
made to the provisions of this Directive applicable to primary
packaging for medical devices and pharmaceutical products. The
provisions relating to such packaging shal I take ·Into account the
safety, performance and quality requirements which must ·be satisfied by
them, in accordance with the provisions of Community law.
In addition, the Commission, In accordance with the same procedure,
shall adopt the measures necessary to deal with any difficulties
encountered In applying the provisions of this Directive to small
packaging.
Article 17; Qommlttee Procedure
The CommIssion sha I I be assIsted by a commIttee of an advIsory nature
composed of the representatives of the Uember States and chaired by the
representative of the Commission.
The representative of the Commission
draft of the measures to be taken.
opinion on the draft~ within a time
down according to the urgency of the
vote.

shall submit to the committee a
The committee shall deliver Its
limit which the chairman may lay
matter, If necessary by taking a

The opinion shall be recorded In the minutes; In addition, each Uember
State shall have the right to ask to have Its position recorded In the
minutes.
The Commission shall take the utmast account of the opinion delivered
by the ·committee. It shal I inform the committee of the manner In which
Its opinion has been taken into account.
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Article 18: lmolementatlon In national law
Member

States

administrative
by<*>.

shal I adopt
provisions

and

publIsh

necessary

the

laws,

to comply with

regulations
this

and

Directive

They shall immediately Inform the Commission thereof.

When Member

States adopt

these provisions,

these shal I contain a

reference to this Directive or shall be accompanied by such reference
at the time of their official publication.
reference shall be adopted by Member States.

The procedure for such

Article 19
Directive 85/339/EEC is hereby repealed with effect from<*>.
Article 20
This Directive Is addressed to the Member States.

Done at Brussels,

For the counc II
The President

(*) 18 months after the adoption of this Directive.
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ANNEX I

Marking

1.a

Reusable packaging

1.b

Recoverable packaging

OR

- 451.c

Identification system
Plastic shall use a numbering from 1 to 19; paper and cardboard
from 20 to 39; metal

from 40 to 49; wood from 50 to 59;

textiles from 60 to 69; glass from 70 to 79.
The Identification may also be done by using the abbreviation
of the used materlal(s) (eg HOPE: Hl~h Density Po1yethylene).
Numbering. or abbreviations. or both. may be used to Identify
materials. The said Identification methods shall be located In
the centre of or below the graphical marking Indicating the
reusable or recoverable nature of the packaging.

l.d

Packaging made oartiY or entirely of recycled materials

x%: percentage of recycled material used In the manufacturing
of the product.
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OUt line of essent Ia I reaulremonts on the C91!!D0Sit ton and the reusable
and recoverable nature of Packaging

1.

Reaulrements

sPecific

to

the

manufactur!na

and

comoosltlon

of

Packaging

Packaging shall
and

weight

be

be so manufactured that the packaging volume
limited

to

the

minimum

adequate

amount

to

maintain the necessary level of safety and acceptance for the
packed product and for the consumer,

PackagIng

sha I I

be desIgned,

produced

and

conunerc I a I I zed

In

such a way as to permit Its reuse or recovery and to minimize
its impact on the environment when packaging waste or residues
from packaging waste management operations are disposed of,

Packaging shall be so manufactured that the presence of noxious
meta Is and other hazardous substances as constItuents of the
packaging material
limited

to

such

or of
a

level

emissions,

ash or

management

operations of

any of
as

to

the packaging components

is

minimize

in

leachate when

their

packaging

packaging waste

or

are

presence
residues

from

Incinerated or

landfllled,

The sum of concentration levels of lead, cadmium, mercury and
hexava I ent

chrom I urn

present

in

packaging

or

packaging

components shall not exceed the following:
600 ppm by weight after 2 years of entry

Into force o.f this

Directive,
250 ppm by weight after 3 years of entry
'Directive,

Into force of this
~

100 ppm by weight after 5 years of entry :Into force of this
Directive.
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2.

Reaulrements sPecific to the reusable nature of a Packaging
The following requirements must be simultaneously satisfied:
the physical properties and characteristics of the packaging
shal I enable

a

number

of

trips or

rotations

In

normally

predictable conditions of use,
possibility of processing the used packaging In order to meet
health and safety requirements,
fulfil the requirements specific to recoverable packaging when
the packaging Is no longer reused and thus becomes waste.

3.

Reaulrements sPecific to the recoverable nature of a Packaging
(a) Packaging recoverable In the form of material recycling
packaging must be manufactured In such a way as to enable
the recycling of at least "x"% by weight of the materials
used Into the manufacture of marketable products.
(b) Packaging recoverable In the form of energy recovery
packaging

waste

processed

for

the

purpose

of

energy

recovery shall have a minimum inferior calorific value of
13 UJ/kg (approximate
cardboard),

energetic

value

of

paper

and

the energy recovery operation may not give rise to ash
residues exceeding "y"% by weight of the Incinerated
materials,
if used as a substitute for other fuels (carburants),

it

shou Id not have a greater

Impact on the environment,

In

terms

res Idues,

of

emissions

substituted fuel.

and

than

that

of

the
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(c) Packaging recoverab!e iff the form of composting
pacl<ag i ng waste processed for
shall be of such a

b~ode~radabie

the purpose of compost i ng
nature, that It should not

hinder the composting process or activity Into which It Is
introduced or diminish the quailty of the compost.
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ANNEX Ill

INFORMATION SYSTEM/DATABASE ON PACKAGING AND PACKAGING WASTE

The database will be built up by the following formats:
FORMAT 1:

Composition of municipal waste household level (mandatory
presentation Annex Ill- a1)

FORMAT 2:

Composition of municipal waste other levels (mandatory
presentation Annex Ill- a2)

FORMAT 3:

Packaging waste management (mandatory presentation
Annex I I I - b)

FORMAT 4:

Product families to be recorded (Annex Ill- c) Consumption
based primary packaging data (mandatory presentation+
explanatory note Annex II I- d1- d2- d3)

FORMAT 5:

Industrial packaging (mandatory presentation Annex Ill- e)

FORMAT 6:

Secondary and tertiary packaging consumption data (formats
4-5 related products) (mandatory presentation
Annex I I I - f)

FORMAT 1

Annex II I

~a1
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CONCEPT: COMPOSITION MUNICIPAL WASTE HOUSEHOLD LEVEL
UNITS: Kg, volume and %
COMPONENTS

KG
'

GLASS TOTAL
PACKAGING: WHITE
BROWN
GREEN
NON PACKAGING
PAPER AND CARDBOARD TOTAL
PACKAGING:
CARDBOARD
LAMINATES
PAPER
NON PACKAGING:
NEWSPAPER - PERIODICALS
OTHER
PLASTICS TOTAL
POLYOLEFINES - packaging.
- non-packaging
POLYSTIRENES - packaging
- non-packaging
HALOGENATED POLYMERS - packaging
- non:-packaging
PET - packaging
- non-packaging
OTHERS - packaging
-non-packaging
TEXTILES - packaging
- non-packaging
FERRO - packaging
- non-packaging
NON-FERRO - packaging
- non-packaging
WOOD - packaging
- non-packaging
LEATHER
RUBBER
STONE
CARPETS
ORGANICS
OTHERS
SUB TOTAL PACKAGING
SUB TOTAL NON-PACKAGING
TOTAL

COUNTRY:
YEAR:
X

VOLI.I.IE

FORMAT 2

Annex I I I -a2
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CONCEPT: COMPOSITION MUNICIPAL WASTE OTHER LEVELS
UNITS: Kg, volume and %
COMPONENTS

COUNTRY:
YEAR:

KG

"

GLASS TOTAL
PACKAGING: WHITE
BROWN
GREEN
NON PACKAGING
PAPER AND CARDBOARD TOTAL
PACKAGING:
CARDBOARD
LAMINATES
PAPER
NON PACKAGING:
NEWSPAPER -PERIODICALS
OTHER
PLASTICS TOTAL
POLYOLEFINES - packaging
- non-packaging
POLYSTIRENES - packaging
- non-packaging
HALOGENATED POLYMERS - packaging
- non-packaging
PET - packaging
- non-packaging
OTHERS - packaging
- non-packaging
TEXTILES - packaging
- non-packaging
FERRO·- packaging
- non-packaging
NON-FERRO - packaging
- non-packaging
WOOD - packaging
- non-packaging
LEATHER
RUBBER

-·

STONE
CARPETS
·-

ORGANICS
OTHERS
.-

'

SUB TOTAL PACKA~!NG.
...

-

SUB TOTAL NON-PACKAGING

-

TOTAL

:

'

.

-

.,

..

VOLUME

FORMAT 3

Annex III -

ca-a:PT: PACKAGING WASTE MA.NAGO£NT
:·~IT'S: f .000 lon
'

r

'

;

'·

;

'
I

~~s
I

I
i

i

)

;

;

'

PAPER t'CARDBRD. '
~ackagl ng ·
\

!
'

..

TREATl.£NT

SELECTIVE

i

Packaging
~on Packaging

WOOD

.RUBBER !
,STONE . .
:CARPETS:
ORGANIC;
OTHER
'

·TOTAC

Et£RGY r:;;a.N

Oll£R

INC I t£RATI ON

L.»>)f' I LL

'

'
;

I

;

:

tn

N

i

:
\

I

;
I

;

'

1

I

\',

'

I

;

:
I

'·

i
i

ca.POSTING

..

i

. fi'ackaglng '
·. t:~on:. P9ckag I ng
,LEA TI:IER i

FINAL DISPOSAl

RECOVERY
RECYCLING

FERRO. '
I'm-FE~

"'"·

'

TEXTILES

Packaging
Non Packaging

~'-·

·'

I

GLASS
Pockaglng
Non Packaging

Packa91ng :
Non Packaging

BULK

' WTPuT
I

Non Packaging
PLASTIC:
Packaging i
Non Packaging

HOUSEHOLD LEVEL

COLLECTION

I

!

COLNTR'f:
YEAR:

:'

'

b

'

I

'

.

FORMAT 3

(continued)

Annex Ill - b

OTHER LEVELS (Industry, offlcea, aervlcea, etc ••• )
COLLECT I a-4
ca.Fa£NTS

BlU(

OUTPUT

TREAn.£NT

'

SELECTIVE

Fltw. DISPOSAL

RECXNERY
RECYa.ltG

Et£RGY CON

ca.FOSTitG

OTHER

UCit£AATI~

L»>)f'ILL

GLASS

Packaging
Non Packaging
PAPER 1: CARDBRD •
Packaging
NOr! Pac.kag Ing

PLASTIC

Packaging
Non Packaging

TEXTILES

-

Packaging
Non Packaging

(11

FERRO

w

Packaging
Non Packaging

NON-FERRO

Packaging
Non Packaging
WOOD

Packaging
Non Packaging

LEATHER
RUBBER
STQ-4E
CARPETS
ORGANIC
OTHER

•.

..'
;

:

:

.

.•..

-

TOTAL
',)

'

• 1

"

'

:
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FORMAT 4: CONSUMPTION BASED PRIMARY PACKAGING DATA
PRODUCT FAMILIES TO BE RECORDED
BISCUITS A~D CAKES
FATS (OTHER THAN MILK FATS)
CHOCOLATE AND SUGAR CONFECTIONARY
DAIRY PRODUCTS
DRY BEVERAGES
FROZEN FOODS
HEAT PROCESSED FOODS
JAM AND PRESERVES
SAUCES
SNACK FOODS
FRESH BREAD
FRESH FISH
FRESH FRUIT AND VEGETABLES
FRESH MEAT
BEER AND CIDER
CARBONATED SOFT DRINKS
FRUIT JUICES
MINERAL WATER AND STILL DRINKS
WINES AND SPIRITS
AUTOMOTIVE PRODUCTS
CIGARETTES AND TOBACCO
CLEANING MATERIAL
COSMETICS
HAIRCARE
PAINTS, STAINS AND VARNISHES
PET FOODS
PHARMACEUTICALS
SOAPS AND DETERGENTS
TOILETERIES
TOYS
ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES
ELECTRONIcs---.---· · · ·-- · CLOTHING
OTHERS

\()
~ .' f"7:i
·. ;_,

:

t

~ :'.~

·-. .

d.-

-!-

-

.

,":

.

\..~

' '

-..

-·

t l"'r

.r.~)

':

, ,. _

:?~.·:: ~~·:,.;if~

c. ,;.

>": .:::J

I ;

):-(.......

....

(~

;;_)

-~

~· -~? ~~} ~--

~~~~~~~f~~8i~~~~¥;~~~
:

,-, .;.

(\.::

:; :

.

-

t<:J

-

;-,;_

·~

.

Annex Ill- d1

FORW.T 4
COI.NTR"( :

CXH:EPT: CONSU.PTION BASED PRiw.RY PACKAGING DATA

UNITS:'

YEAR:

Pieces, grams, tons

PRODUCT

FAMILIES

• 1000 plecea

overage weight
per piece (gram)

total
(ton)

number of rotations/
I I fe apon (x)

total
(ton)

()'\
f.)'(

TOTAL ORIN<

Annex Ill - d2

CONCEPT: CONSl.t.PTION BASED PRIUAAY PACKAGING DATA
UNITS: pieces, gram, tons

FORMAT 4

•1000 piecea

~

average weight per piece
(gram)

COUNTRY:

YEAR:

number of rotationa
/life span (x)

total
(ton)

toto I , (ton)

April - May 1991
total drink market N-A
total glou N-A
non-returnable gloaa N-A
non-returnable gloaa 0.2D-0.25L N
non-returnable gloaa 0.33L N-A
non-returnable glaaa 0.50-0.75L N
non-returnable glaas 1L and more
returnable gloas N-A
returno~le gloss 0.2D-0.25L N-A
returnable gloaa 0.50-0.75L N-A
returnable glosa 1L and more N-A
plaatlc N-A
metal N-A
cardboard N-A
cardboard 0.20L N-A
cardboard 0.50L N-A
cardboard· 1L and more N-A

196070.25
36689.50
8275.20

total drink market A
total glou A
non-returnable glosa A
non-returnable giasa 0.2D-0.25L A
non-returnable glass 0.33L A
non-returnable gloss O.SOL A
non-returnable glass 0.7D-0.75L A
non-returnable glon 1L A
non-returnable gloss more than 1L
returnable glass A
returnable gloss 0.2D-0.25L A
returnable glass 0.33L A
returnable gloss 0.50L A
returnable glass 0.7D-0.75L A
returnable glass 1L A
returnable glass more than 1L A
metal A
metal 0.25L A
metal 0.33L A
metal 0.50L A
metal 1L A
metal more than 1L A

181929.06
175921.50
32n3.10
23928.30
471.40
93.70
7052.10
901.90
325.70
143148.38
124955.75
16452.70
0.10
1732.10
0.00
7,70
6007.60
93.80
5678,80
233.00
1.60
0.40

54(U,60

89.70
782.30
1998.60
28414.30
8859.40
1544.70
18010.20
99702.00
28571.90
31106.90
18270.70
171.90
12664.30

140
220

756.64
19.73

756.64
19.73

4aO

959.33

959.33

235

2081.96

18/)(1

750

13507.65

18/)(2

13507/)(2

Cl1

m
I

130
155
225
570
500

265
265
365
640

720

- - - -

Ill

2081.91/)(1

THIS IS AN E>W.PLE: Nl.MIERS, GRAt.t.£S, TONS ARE ILLUSTRATIVE, NOT REAL Ill

3110.68
73.07
21.08
4019.70
450.95

3110.68
'73.07
21.08
4019.70
450.95
33113.27
4359.97
0.04
1108.54
0.00

35/)(3
35/)(4
18/)(5

33113.27/)(3
4359.97/)(4
0.04
1108.54/)(5
0.00
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FORMAT 4
CONSUMER BASED PRIMARY PACKAGING DATA- EXPLANATORY NOTE
The number of pieces per product on the market of the Member States can
be obtained from specialized market research companies such as NIELSEN,
GFK and others.
The number of pieces sold, multiplied by the average weight of the
packaging will give the tonnage of waste each Item Is likely to
generate at household level.
The tonnage of returnable, refillable packaging has to be divided by
the number of years equal to the life-span of the product.

FORMAT 5

Annex Ill - e

CONCEPT: INDUSTRIAL PACKAGING
UNITS: Pieces, grams, Kg
types

lnt§rm§diAt§ bylk

.u.w.

.IW.ll!1l.

pieces

Oth~rli

TOTAL

total
weight

number of
rotations
lifespan (X)

total

woven PP
octoblns (cardboard)
HOPE
metal
others
metal
plastic
metal
plastics

~

average weight
per piece

~QDtAin§r§

Jerry cang

1!2!n

COUNTRY:
YEAR:

cardboard
wood + plywood
paper
plastic
woven

U'l

co
I

FORMAT 6

Annex Ill - f

CONCEPT: Secondary and Tertiary packaging
UNITS: Average weight In grams or Kg
CARTON
TRAYS

COUNTRY:
YEAR:
PLASTIC

WOOD

OTHERS

6
12
24

CRATES

6

12
24

BOXES

24

WRAPPINGS
PALETS

Note:

Stretch
Shrink

120-80
120-120

reusables are to be divided by the number of years equal to the I lfe span In the same way
as Indicated for primary packaging.

Ul
CD

I
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FINANCIAL STATEMENT
SECTION 1:

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS

1. Ti tie of operation

Draft proposal for a Council Directive on packaging and packaging waste
2. Budget headings Involved
A1 and A2:

Expenditure relating to persons working with the institution

A2510: Expenditure on meetings of committees whose consultation is
compulsory in the procedure for drafting Community legislation: Committee
for adaptation to technical progress.
A2500: Meetings in general:
recycling
84-3040:

Group of experts on waste management and

Environment legislation (operations support expenditure).

3. legal basis
Article 100a of the Treaty: High level of protection for the environment
and approximation of national measures.
4. Description of operation
4.1

Specific objectives of operation

To reduce the impact of packaging and packaging waste on the environment
and to approximate the measures undertaken by the Member States in order to
contribute to completion of the internal market.
To set up systems for the return of used packaging and packaging waste.
To set up the infrastructure reQuired for reuse and recovery.
To attain ambitious targets for recovery and minimization of final disposal
of packaging waste.
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To use a harmonized marking system.
To establish national data bases.
To draw up waste management plans for packaging.
To ensure conformity with the essential requirements.
4.2

Duration

Ad hoc measure.
4.3

Target population

The entire population of the Community.
5. Classification of expenditure or revenue
5.1

Compulsory/non-compulsory

Non-compulsory.
5.2

Differentiated/non-differentiated

Differentiated (heading 84-3040) and non-differentiated (other budget
headings).
6. Type of expenditure or revenue
In addition to the administrative expenditure for management of the
Directive, expenditure will be incurred on:
preliminary studies on the marking system (Article 7), the life cycle
analysis (Articles 4 and 13), the data bases (Article 9) and the return
and management systems (Article 6) etc. to enable the Commission to
propose more specific measures on packaging waste;
also, the Directive lays down the essential requirements for packaging.
If necessary, the Commission wi I I refer these requirements to the bodies
responsible for drafting standards. In this case, additional
expenditure will be incurred on financial support from the Commission to
the standardization body (CEN). The framework contract signed on
10 October 1985 includes a mandate for this standardization
(harmonization) and provides for such financial support from the
Commission.
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7. Financial impact on appropriations for operations CPart B of the budget)
7.1

Method of calculating total cost of operation

Studies: approximately two studies per year. Each study will require an
estimated budget of ECU 150 000. The studies wi II be carried out by
consultants specializing in this field and selected after a call for
tenders. Consequently, the estimated maximum expenditure could be
ECU 300 000 per year starting in 1993 (budget heading 84-3040).
Based on experience with past standardization mandates, the average cost to
the Commission of the financial support for the European COmmittee for
Standardization (CEN) is ECU 50 000 per new standard. However, it is
difficult to estimate the number of standards to be drafted if this
approach is taken. Nevertheless, it can be assumed that not more than four
CEN standards per year wi 11 be drafted. Consequently, the estimated cost
wi 11 be around.ECU 200 000 per year starting in 1993 (budget heading 843040).
Funding for the studies planned could be requested from the corresponding
heading or headings in .Part A of the budget, depending on the decision
taken by the Commission on the form of the preliminary draft budget for
1993.
7.2

Proportion of mini-budget in total cost of operation.
method of calculation.

Explain

Not applicable.
7.3

Indicative schedule of commitment and payment appropriations

Not applicable.
8. What anti-fraud measures are planned In the proposal for the operation?
The contracts between the Commission and the parties involved in these
measures include clauses on anti-fraud measures, controls, audits, where
appropriate, and the contractors' obligations.
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SECTION 2:

ADUINISTRATIVE EXPENDITURE

1. Will the proposed operation involve an Increase in the number of
Commission staff? If so. how many?
The measure proposed will require one grade A official and one grade B
official.
2. Indicate the amount of staff and administrative expenditure Involved in
the proposed operation. Explain the method of calculation.
2.1

Staff expenditure

Titles A1 and A2: Two officials at ECU 85 000 per year or total
expenditure of ECU 170 000 per year starting in 1993.
2.2

Other expenditure

Budget heading A 2510 (Group 4, Committee for adaptation to technical
progress): Two meetings per year are planned at an average cost of
ECU 482.73 per participant, with two experts from each Member State .
. This gives total expenditure of ECU 23 171 per year (482.73 x 24 x 2)
starting in 1993.
Budget heading A 250 (Group of experts from the Member States): Two
meetings per year are planned at an average cost of ECU 482.73 per
participant, with two experts from each Member State. This gives total
expenditure of ECU 23 171 per year (482.73 x 24 x 2) starting in 1993.
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SECTION 3:
1.

ELEMENTS OF COST-EFFECTIVENESS ANALYSIS

The measure proposed aims at:
ensuring a high ievel of protection for the environment;
approximating the national measures taken and removing barriers to trade
and distortion and restriction of competition within the Community.

Unti t recently, the environmental regulations In most countries covered
ohly packaging for liquids for human consum~tion. Although this category
of packaging remains one of the major causes of ·concern, today alI other
forms of packaging are also causing problems. The basic explanation for
this change I ies in the worldwide solid waste dlsposai ·crisis, which has
turned packaging waste into one of the waste streams which must be given
priority.
Since· the disparities between tti'e national measures taken have create.d, and
could continue to create, barriers to the free movement of goods within the
Community, there is a clear need for the Directive to pursue the twin
objectives stated above.
~"This is an ad hoc
and fits in with:

~easure.

The action proposed was provided for in

the Community strategy for waste management (Commission communication to
the Counc i I of September 1989);
the Council Resolution of 7 May 1990;
DG Xl~s 1992 mission statement.
3.
Action must be taken. This is an obligation under the Treaty for
which there is no alternative solution.
·one other option would be to set Co~unity targets to be met by means of
voluntary agreements at Community level. First this would require a
framework regulation. Then its success would depend on the good wi I I of
traders and industry. This option would considerably increase the workload
for the Comm iss i.on departments concerned and, hence, the cost to the
Community budget.
4.
The measure wil I
information system to be
obi igation placed on the
draft laws ~nd to report
An annual review wi I I be

be assessed and monitored with the aid of the
set up by the Member States, combined with .the
Member States to notify the Commission of alI
on the mea~ures taken td implement the Directive.
conducted.
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The following performance indicators have been incorporated in the
proposal:
proportion of packaging waste removed from the waste stream for return:
100%
proportion by weight of packaging waste removed from the waste
for recovery: 60%/90%

st~eam

proportion by weight of packaging waste removed from the waste stream
for recycling: 40%/60%
proportion of packaging waste in municipal waste
proportion of packaging waste in other waste streams
breakdown of the packaging market between reusable and non-reusable
~ackaging

proportion of waste generated by reusable packaging in total packaging
waste
proportion of waste generated by non-reusable packaging in total
packaging waste
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IMPACT ASSESSMENT FORM
THE IMPACT OF THE PROPOSAL ON BUSINESS
with special reference to small and medium sized
enterprises (SMEs)
Title of proposal:

Draft of a proposal for a Council Directive on
Packaging and Packaging Waste

Reference Number:
The orooosal
1 .. Tak:ing account of the principle of subsidiarity. why Is eommunlty
legislation necessary In this area and what are Its main alms?
The estimated amount of packaging waste produced in the Community
is 50 mi 11 ion tons of which only about 9 mi I I ion tons, an average
of 18%, are recycled with widely varying levels between Member
States and for the different materials. Whl 1st there exists a
crisis in the Community's capacity to dispose of solid waste,
packaging waste contributes in a great ~roportion to the increase
in the volume of wastes and to the saturation of landfil Is (eg the
share of packaging waste in domestic waste is 25-35% by weight). A
lasting solution to the waste dis~osal crisis relies on clearly
articulated waste management plans which recognize waste reduction,
recovery and in particular recycling as top priorities. The
Commission has not yet addressed the overal I problem of packaging
and packaging waste. Unti I now, the Community has dealt with the
subject of packaging in Counc i I Directive 85/339/EEC of 27 June
1985 on containers of liquids for human consumption. The
implementation of this Directive has been disappointing and Member
States have adopted a variety of different approaches. Those
differences have been and.continue to be, at the root of obstacles
to the free movement of goods within the Community.
While in many countries, the emphasis on liquid food containers has
not been entirely replaced, consideration is now moving to all
packaging. Again, the principal reason for this shift is the
presence of a worldwide solid waste disposal crisis, which has
triggered in many countries the identification of packaging as a
priority wa~te stream for action. Different Member States have
already developed action on packaging and packaging waste in
general, which might result in a multiplication of probl~ms, the
lack of harmonisation giving rise to interference with the·free
marketing of goods in the Community.
Thus the aims of the proposal are to ensure a high level of
protection of the environment and to approximate national
prov1s1ons in the field of packaging waste and consequently in the
field of packaging in order to contribute to the completion of the
internal market and to avoid obstacles to trade and distortion and
restriction of competition within the Community.
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The imoact on business
2.

Who will be affected by the proposal?
Which sectors of business?
Considering the functions played by packaging and the close
link between the packaging and the packed product, it is
obvious that all sectors wil I be affected: packaging raw
m~terial suppliers; packaging manufacturers, convertorsi
transformers; packers and fillers (all industrial sectors
producing goods to be packed); services (eg transport); trade;
waste management operators (collection and treatment).
Evidently too, new techniQues will be inaugurated in
transportal ion and recycling.
Which sizes of business?

Geographical concentration?

Raw material suppliers are generally multinationals and
geographically concentrated as to production plants. Paper
pulp is provided by Scandinavian countries (80%) and North
America (20%). Plastic raw material multinationals are
concentrated in the U.S.A. (oil producers), Scandinavia and
industrialized European countries.
Semi-finished materials (eg paper bobbins) are in the hands of
multinationals and many SME businesses. The final stage is
mostly dominated by the latter. For instance: branch structure
1990 of the plastic converting sector for the total EC Market:
82.8% of the companies: < 100 employees
14.8% of the companies: < 500 employees
2.4% of the companies: > 500 employees
Packers, fillers, services and trade: from the smallest sized
firms to multinational enterprises.
Waste management (collection and treatment): many small firms
exist although it has to be mentioned that this situation has
been changing for a number of years because a lot of SMEs have
been taken over by bigger ones. In many cases waste management
activities are managed by public organisations.
One can say that beyond raw material suppliers all other
sectors are wei I and eQually represented in each Member State
and that there is no concentration in any particular
geographical areas.
3.

What will business have to do to comply with the proposal?
The Directive is addressed to the Member States. Business wi I I
have to abide by the national legislation which will bring this
Directive into force. The Directive stipulates that the
implementation of measures shall be realized within a spirit of
Joint responsibi I ity between economic operators, competent
authorities and consumers.
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In general, the response expected from the Packaging Industry and
Trade can be summarized as follows:
designers and manufacturers of packaging wi I I be expected in
the future to play major rbles in the conservation of the
environment and the prevention of waste
they wi I I be expected to reduce demands on natural resources
and volume of their products but also to design for long
product life in some cases and for clean performance during a
.Product's I ife cycle and final disposal
they wi 1 I be expected to design and use only packaging which is
suitable for reuse and/or recovery
they wi I I be expected to take their responsibl I ity to bring
products at the end of their useful I ife back into the economic
cycle.
In particular, trade and industry wi I I have to take responsibi I ity
for the following areas:
collaborate with public authorities or take the entire
responsibility themselves for the setting up of systems
guaranteeing the return of used packagings in order to channel
it to a reuse or recovery activity
assure the reusability and/or recoverability in theory and
practice of each packaging placed on the market
find solutions and develop appropriate substitutes for
packaging systems and/or materials not being in conformity with
the provisions of the Directive
indicate on each packaging, by means of the proposed harmonized
marking system of the Directive, whether the packaging is
reusable or recoverable (in case of one-way packaging)
assure that packaging placed on the market complies with a
number of essential requirements (in particular in the field of
presence of toxic heavy metals)
if necessary, inform the competent authorities of the
data on packaging, in order to enabl~ the Member·
States to gather, and make available alI the data required by
the Directive. Many of the sectors concerned already have the
required data and specialized market research offices elaborate
and possess such data too. However the avai labi I ity of the
data will vary greatly bet~eeri Member States and be less
comprehensive for the SME sector particularly in commerce.
This data requirement is unlikely to add significantly to the
costs for individual enterprises as long as Member States take
account of the potential burden for SMEs.
consumpti~n
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Finally it can be said that changes will occur in different
domaines. In general the Directive wi 1 I cause an effect in favour
df environmental awareness. Many companies are already revising
their organizational schemes, shifting the main drive from
marketing to integral quality activites and minimal but efficient
use of packaging materials and introducing other circuits for
discarded materials.
4.

What economic effects Is the proposal likely to have?
It is expected that the employment on non-qualified labour wi 11
be favoured by the creation of return systems, sorting centres
and recycling units. A rough estimate foresees 80 nonqualified labourers per 1 million Inhabitants.
On the basis of the need of sorting centres one can estimate
investment to be huge; per 1 million Inhabitants about
10 000 000 Ecu.
Investment in specialized trucks, bins and
other collecting devices wi I I also be important. However, alI
these figures are to be compared with investment costs which
wi I I always take place, even if no changes in waste policy take
place.
There will also be marking and labelling costs.

5.

Does the proposal contain measures to take account of the specific
situation of small and medium sized firms (reduced or different
requirements etc)?
As the subject of the proposal is all packaging and packaging waste
it affects alI economic sectors; it is very difficult to make
special provisions for SMEs. However the Directive does in a
number of areas, eg Article 8 , require that Member States should
seek to minimize the burdens and costs for SMEs. More precisely
the criteria guiding the national measures sh~ll be dictated by the
obligation to adopt those which, while having the same effects,
minimize the possible problems for operators. Specific reference
is made to SMEs in the considerants.
Due to the fact that this directive provides for a series of
harmonized measures at Community level, SMEs can count upon a
stable reference framework that wi I I protect them from arbitrary
changes in packaging sizes, characteristics or marking systems
imposed by national or sectoral policies.

Consultation
6.

List the organisations which have been consulted about the proposal
and outline their main views.
Considering the complexity of the problem and the inextricability
of the network of European associations concerned, it was
impossible to invite all associations concerned or take part in the
consultation procedure organised by the Commission services. It
must be taken into consideration that the study carried out by the
Commission services as well as the proposals that formed the basis
of discussions cover the widest possible area.
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The Commission services approached several umbrel Ia associations
(UNICE, CECD, FEWITA, GEDIS) with the intention of creating a
discussion pLatform at Community level which would guarantee the
representation of~~ 1 levels and all sectors concerned by a group
of interlocutors.
Commerce and Industry at Community level finally organised
themselves into "The packaged consumer goods, Industries
Coordination Group" and "The Ad Hoc Packaging Legislation Group".
Three rounds of consultation between these groups and the
Commission services took place between Apri I and November 1991.
Following these consultations, European Trade and Industry
submitted a common position paper. The latter was not signed by
the Packaging Glass Industry who submitted their own position
paper. Both documents are enclosed. Their main concerns were the
stand-sti I I principle and the five year period for the intermediate
targets. These no longer feature in the Directive although there
is sti I I some concern about the 60% recycling target for each
material, particularly from the plastic and paper industry. The
glass industry on the contrary insists on recycling targets for
each material. Trade and Industry have also asked that the
Directive makes prov!sion for possible exemptions for specific
categories of packaging,.eg. smal I packaging, packaging for
pharmaceuticals etc.
It must be said that in no way can it be the aim to exempt small
packaging (a lot of I itt·le makes a lot). However, special
provisions for certain types of packaging might be justifiable and
consequently this is proposed as an issue for the Technical
Committee under article 17.
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